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Regina Revitalization Initiative (RR1) - Funding Proposal

Resolution for Private Session

May 9, 2012

To:

Members,
Executive Committee

Re:

Regina Revitalization Initiative (RRI) - Funding Proposal

RECOMMENDATION
That City Council direct Administration to continue to pursue the RRI plan, including the
refinement of project details for a future City Council funding decision, as well as the funding
support from RRI partners.
CONCLUSION
The RRI project has continued to move forward and most recently a funding proposal was
provided to the provincial government. This proposal from City Administration identifies the
high level financial requirements to be able to initiate the project. Including both the land
development aspects and the replacement for Mosaic Stadium, the total public sector investment
required is estimated at $348 million. While no decisions on funding have been made by the
City, or the provincial or federal governments, it is important that the community understands
what is being proposed to address City Council’s Vision for the project and move it forward. As
the provincial government does not require the proposal to remain confidential, the document is
being provided publicly.
City Administration will continue to refine the project requirements, and the municipal funding
estimated is expected to be brought to City Council for a decision in June 2012.
While discussions remain underway with Canadian Pacific Railway (CP), portions of the
proposal have been redacted to respect the ongoing confidential business discussions between the
City and CP.
BACKGROUND
The Regina Revitalization Initiative was announced April 19, 2011 by Mayor Pat Fiacco and
formally initiated by City Council May 30, 2011. After further discussion and review, City
Council approved the RRI Vision and Guiding Principles on August 22, 2011.
With the Vision and Guiding Principles providing a clear direction for the project,
Administration has continued to implement the project plan, including the negotiation with CP
Rail to acquire the CP Lands on Dewdney Avenue, to allow for a future land development. On
December 19, 2011, based on the results of a P3 Market Sounding process presented by the
Administration, City Council directed the Administration to begin the planning toward a P3
procurement process to construct a replacement for Mosaic Stadium. On April 30, 2012 City
Administration provided a detailed status update to City Council on the project.
On April 24, 2012, City Administration provided a formal RRI proposal to the provincial
government for their consideration (See Appendix A).

DISCUSSION
As presented at the most recent status update to City Council, the City Administration is
continuing to pursue the planning of the RRI project to support the initiation of significant innercity revitalization, while also leveraging the public investment needed to construct a replacement
for Mosaic Stadium. Several key aspects of the initiative have changed since its inception to
address the affordability of the project. A summary of the major elements of the current
plan/proposal are as follows:
The RRI Project includes two main project components, the details of which are briefly
summarized below:
(1) Neighbourhood Renewal: Over the next 10 – 15 years, the Regina Revitalization Initiative
will revitalize the heart of our city by converting industrial and underused lands into a
vibrant, energetic, affordable, sustainable residential, commercial and retail development
options, including green space.
− Purpose: To provide new commercial, retail and affordable residential
opportunities (up to 700 new affordable, market-rate housing units) within the
inner-city; Proposal also includes a pedestrian link to the downtown core to
promote a more walkable city.
− Location: Canadian Pacific Railway Lands along Dewdney Avenue
(approximately 17.5 acres); and the current site of Mosaic Stadium
(approximately 20 acres).
− Costs: $70.1 million in public funding ($45.7 million – CP Lands; $24.4 million
– Mosaic Site), shared by municipal, provincial and federal sources.
(2) Mosaic Stadium Replacement: RRI will also deliver a replacement for Mosaic Stadium,
adding additional sports and entertainment options. Mosaic Stadium is reaching the end of
its useful life, resulting in a need for major changes to bring it up to contemporary standards.
− Facility: Build a contemporary open air facility, with seating capacity of 33,000,
to replace Mosaic Stadium on the Evraz Place site.
− Timelines: Construction estimated to begin in 2013 and be complete in 2016.
− Ownership: Private partnerships to build, finance and maintain, but will be
owned by the City and operated by a new municipal corporation, which results
from the reorganization of the Regina Exhibition Association Limited.
− Costs: $278.2 million facility, funded largely by the Government of
Saskatchewan and the City of Regina.
Total RRI Costs:
− Evraz Lands/Stadium Replacement:
− CP Lands (site preparation, pedestrian bridge):
− Mosaic Lands (decommissioning, site preparation):
Total Funding Requested1:
− Government of Saskatchewan
− Government of Canada
− City of Regina

1

Other potential funding partners outlined in Appendix A.

$278.2 million
45.7 million
24.4 million
$348.3 million
$230.0 million
30.0 million
$ 88.3 million
$348.3 million

RRI High Level Timeline:
Phase 1: Start-Up Period
(2011-12)

Phase 3: Implementation
(2013-2018)

Phase 2: Planning & Funding
(2012-13)

•

Establish the vision

•

Financial model

•

Environmental assessment

•

Public funding accumulation

•

Land acquisition

•

•

Stadium feasibility & concept

Design Competition and
Public Consultation

•

Development Corporation feasibility

•

RFP’s for private partners

•

Stadium Construction
(2013 – 2016)

•

Final land disposition
(2013 – 2018)

CP Lands
Following the establishment of the RRI business unit, discussions were initiated with
representatives from CP to complete the purchase of CP Land between Albert St. and Broad St.,
along Dewdney Ave. The City currently believes an agreement can be reached to purchase
approximately 17.5 acres within this site, and as a result the replacement for Mosaic Stadium is
expected to be located somewhere on the city-owned Evraz Place lands. Further details around
the best placement of a new facility on the Evraz Place site are currently being reviewed. This
site has several advantages including:
•
•

•
•
•

A new facility is less of an imposing structure/barrier within the Evraz Place site and is still
only a short distance from the Warehouse District and Downtown;
Locating the replacement for Mosaic Stadium on an alternate site allows for additional
mixed-use development within the heart of the City and additional economic and community
benefit;
A concentration of sports and entertainment facilities is growing in and around the Evraz
Place site, and the replacement stadium can be a positive addition to this multi-use complex;
Locating the facility near the other facilities that the Regina Exhibition Association Limited
(REAL) manages provides an opportunity for additional efficiencies and synergies; and
The City can generate additional future tax revenue on the CP Lands by locating the facility
on the Evraz Place site.

As the City must respect the confidential nature of the ongoing business discussions between the
City and CP, the details of these negotiations cannot be discussed publicly at this time and
portions of the proposal attached have been redacted. However, discussions have been
progressing positively and the City is hopeful that an agreement can be finalized before the end
of May, 2012. This agreement will be subject to City Council approval before the land purchase
can be formally completed. This timeline continues to allow the overall project to move
forward, as planned.
RECOMMENDATION IMPLICATIONS
Financial Implications
None related to this report.
Environmental Implications
None related to this report.

Strategic Implications
This project would provide a unique opportunity for “city building” in a significant portion of the
downtown, warehouse district and inner-city areas. The RRI project also provides an
opportunity to actively build toward the Vision for Regina.
The redevelopment would create destination spaces for both tourists and regional residents,
incorporate best practices in the development of sustainable neighbourhoods, engage the
community in the growth of the city, and provide an opportunity to improve linkages between
Downtown, the Warehouse District and Evraz Place.
In addition, the various elements of the RRI project would provide:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vastly improved facilities for current Mosaic Stadium users and a needed replacement
plan for the current stadium;
An opportunity to attract new shows and events that require larger seating capacity or
more floor space than is currently available in Regina or Saskatoon;
Enhancements to the Warehouse District through improvements to Dewdney Avenue and
the development of public space in that neighbourhood;
An opportunity to redevelop the Mosaic Stadium site and surrounding area;
An opportunity to redevelop the CP Rail Yards;
A positive economic impact on retail, tourism and entertainment – during construction
and ongoing; and
An opportunity for new community designs that will ensure the ongoing integration and
community development within the Warehouse, Downtown and North Central areas.

Other Implications
None related to this report.
Accessibility Implications
None related to this report.
COMMUNICATIONS
Mayor Fiacco announced the vision for RRI on April 19, 2011. Since then the City of Regina has
made several announcements related to the establishment of the business unit within the City
Manager's Office, details around the structure and process for the project, the vision and guiding
principles for the project, as well as the results and decision to develop a P3 procurement
process. As decisions are required and major milestones are achieved, communications and
engagement will continue with the public and stakeholders.
Both the Mayor and Administration will continue to coordinate ongoing requests to speak to the
community on the vision and progress of this development. As the project variables begin to be
finalized, a more proactive communication plan will be initiated with the community to build
understanding and support for the RRI project.

DELEGATED AUTHORITY
The recommendation in this report requires City Council approval.
Respectfully submitted,

Respectfully submitted,

Brent Sjoberg,
Deputy City Manager & CFO

Glen B. Davies
City Manager
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1.0 The Opportunity
Imagine a Friday evening - Regina’s downtown is teeming with office workers celebrating the
end of the week at restaurants and bars. They stream across a walkway connecting downtown to
the vibrant Warehouse District. Friends meet at clubs and pubs. Some grab a snack at from a
food truck; others relax at tables on outdoor patios, or take in a band on an outdoor stage. The
city has never been more alive.
Imagine a Sunday afternoon - fans decked out in green and white pour toward Regina’s new
stadium on a glorious fall day. Under a bright Saskatchewan sun, the Rider Nation fills Canada’s
newest state-of-the-art stadium. On TV, viewers across Canada can see the pride in their team,
their province and their facility. This is the place to be.
Imagine a Monday morning - the sound of hammers and saws fills the air as construction crews
work on new homes. Families drop their children off at a new child care centre, located just
blocks from the office where they work. Seniors gather at a park for coffee, while pre-schoolers
climb on a play structure. A healthy new neighbourhood is taking shape.
There was a time when you would have needed a wild imagination to picture all of this
happening in Regina within one generation. Today, it is not only within reach, it is part of the
plan – the Regina Revitalization Initiative.
This plan starts with the opportunity to re-develop a large area of industrial and under-used land
in the heart of the city. With vision and resourcefulness, we see an opportunity to transform the
city and the greater community for generations to come.
The prime CP lands that currently separate Regina’s downtown from the Warehouse District will
become a vibrant commercial and retail area. Offices, shops and restaurants will attract
professionals and shoppers and create a walkable connection to the nightlife of Dewdney Avenue
and residences of the Warehouse District. The area will attract investment and business worth
hundreds of millions of dollars.
Mosaic Stadium has served the community well for decades, but it no longer meets the needs of
the community or the athletes that play there. The best option is to replace it with a new, state-ofthe-art open air facility with the amenities to attract many types of sports and entertainment
events while fans watch in comfort. After careful analysis, the best place for a new stadium is on
the site of Evraz Place. Centrally located, accessible and part of a growing multi-purpose
complex of facilities, the new facility will anchor Regina’s sports corridor. While using private
resources to build, finance and maintain the facility, it will be publicly owned and operated by a
new municipal corporation, the current REAL.
Relocating the stadium creates an opportunity to build an innovative new neighbourhood on the
former site of Mosaic Stadium. It will include a variety of residential, retail and commercial
developments, all within the existing footprint of the city. It will be a model of sustainable
development, rejuvenate a neighbourhood, provide affordable housing options, and provide work
and economic opportunities for local people.
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Since the Regina Revitalization Initiative was announced in April 2011, we have refined the
opportunity based on extensive research, innovative planning approaches and analysis of interest
from the private sector. The vision has become a plan for a unique and ground-breaking initiative
for Regina and the province. One element that has not changed is the goal of development in a
way that maximizes benefit for the community while minimizing economic risk for the public.
We have tested the plan with private sector developers and investors. Their feedback indicates
the plan is solid, and the interest is there to make it happen. Executing the plan will require an
investment of public resources that will pay dividends, both financial and through a wide range
of community benefits that will be realized.
The Regina Revitalization Initiative will change the city and the province for generations to
come. It will be the largest redevelopment project in Regina’s history, and one of the largest
investment opportunities in the province. Realizing it will require resources, energy, and most of
all – imagination.
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2.0 Executive Summary
The City of Regina continues to see strong economic and population growth, which is
contributing to a dynamic and vibrant capital city. As a result, the City is presented with a
generational opportunity to leverage this community momentum and deliver a project that will
address community needs at both a local and provincial level.
The Regina Revitalization Initiative (RRI) is an opportunity to redevelop a large area of
industrial and under-used land in the heart of Regina and replace Mosaic Stadium. The initiative
is multi-faceted and will be a leading example of sustainable urban development, featuring a
variety of housing options, new residential and commercial development, and enhancement of
current sports and entertainment options to support ongoing economic development. The
initiative will span 10 to 15 years until it is fully developed.
The City is finalizing the purchase of the Intermodal portion of the Canadian Pacific Railway
(CP) Lands along Dewdney Avenue, and plans to convert these lands into a mixed-use
development that will allow continued growth within the heart of the City and deliver much
needed residential and commercial property. A pedestrian bridge from the CP Lands to the
downtown will create connections between the Warehouse District and Downtown, and
encourage ongoing development that supports Casino Regina, the Cornwall Centre and other
adjacent properties. This development is estimated to require $46 million in public funding,
which is proposed to be shared through municipal, provincial and federal sources, and will
generate new revenue sources that are sufficient to recover the initial costs for site preparation
and related amenities.
The project contemplates a new stadium that will be located on City-owned Evraz Place lands to
build on the synergies of an important sports and entertainment corridor. An open air stadium
concept will be pursued, as this was determined to be able to deliver a modern state-of-the-art
facility at affordable cost (completion planned for 2016). The replacement stadium is estimated
to require $278 million in funding, which will support both the stadium construction and related
transportation and land servicing requirements. The City and Province will be the primary
funders of the stadium construction, with the federal government being requested to partner in
the land servicing costs.
The final element is the redevelopment of the Mosaic Stadium site following the
decommissioning of the current facility. Again, these lands will create an opportunity for a
significant mixed-use development including much needed new housing, while also rejuvenating
the North Central community and providing additional pedestrian-friendly connections between
each of the three sites being developed. This development is estimated to require $24 million,
which is proposed to be shared through municipal, provincial and federal funding.
From a municipal perspective, and consistent with the findings of the Provincial feasibility study,
the replacement for Mosaic Stadium will not generate revenues sufficient to pay for the capital
costs. However, each of the land developments being considered has the opportunity to generate
new taxes that may assist in recovering the up-front costs over a 25 year timeframe.
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Considering the opportunity to make public investments that will leverage additional private
investment, the value of this project is estimated to be $1 billion over the next 10 to 15 years.
The City is prepared to make a significant investment in this initiative, and is requesting the
Government of Saskatchewan to commit an initial $230 million, detailed further in this report, to
ensure a replacement for Mosaic Stadium can be leveraged as a catalyst investment for the
overall Regina Revitalization Initiative. In addition to the stadium replacement, this investment
will support a rejuvenation of inner-city neighbourhoods, and deliver up to 700 new affordable
and market-rate housing units.
RRI High Level Timeline
Phase 1: Start‐Up Period
(2011‐12)







Establish the vision
Environmental assessment
Land acquisition
Stadium feasibility & concept
Development Corporation
feasibility
Process for proposals/project
delivery

Phase 2: Planning & Funding
(2012‐13)






Financial model
Public funding accumulation
Design Competition and Public
Consultation
RFP’s for private partners
Long‐term development plan

Phase 3: Implementation
(2013‐2018)



Stadium Construction
(2013 – 2016)
Final land disposition

Regina Revitalization Initiative Sites
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3.0 Government of Saskatchewan Funding Request
The Regina Revitalization Initiative (RRI) is considered to be a generational opportunity to
replace Mosaic Stadium and to redevelop a large area of industrial and under-used land in the
heart of Regina. The initiative is multi-faceted and aims to be a leading example of sustainable
urban development.
The total value of this project is estimated to be $1 billion, with economic, social and
environmental benefits to both the City and the Province. The City of Regina is preparing to
invest up to $80 million in this initiative, and will also be seeking a federal financial contribution
estimated at $30 million for various qualifying portions of the project.
The City is requesting the Government of Saskatchewan to contribute $200 million to ensure a
replacement for Mosaic Stadium can be accomplished, and an additional $30 million to match
the potential federal funding for the long-term land development and community revitalization
aspects of the Regina Revitalization Initiative.
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4.0 Background
4.1 The Regina Revitalization Initiative
The Regina Revitalization Initiative was announced April 19, 2011 by Mayor Pat Fiacco, and
formally initiated by Regina City Council on May 30, 2011. The RRI project builds on the work
done by the Province in that it intends to deliver a replacement for Mosaic Stadium. However,
the scope has been expanded to become a broader “city building” project, which will address a
variety of needs in the community, in addition to the need for a new stadium. The objectives of
RRI are as follows:
 acquire the existing CP Rail lands on Dewdney Avenue to allow for a public-sector led
project that will revitalize prime land within the inner-city, and deliver on the identified
community benefits;
 provide new commercial and residential development opportunities within the inner-city;
 unite and leverage both the Regina Warehouse District and Regina Downtown amenities
to enhance the heart of the City;
 build a replacement for Mosaic Stadium that provides a range of uses and entertainment
opportunities for existing and new community tenants/users;
 engage the private sector in the design, financing and development of the CP Rail and
Mosaic Stadium lands for redevelopment;
 minimize the public funding required over the long-term, while ensuring the delivery of
the project can meet its community objectives/benefits; and
 establish the facilities that will allow Regina to increase its capacity to host major
sporting, entertainment, arts and culture, and community building events.
A process was undertaken to define a vision for the lands and a shared understanding of the
outcomes of the project. Regina City Council approved the Regina Revitalization Initiative
Vision and Guiding Principles on August 22, 2011.
The Vision
Over the next 10 to 15 years, the Regina Revitalization Initiative will realize a generational
opportunity to revitalize the heart of our city by converting industrial and under-used lands into a
vibrant and energetic residential, commercial and retail development.
Building on the success of the Regina’s Downtown Plan, the initiative will deliver a replacement
for Mosaic Stadium and will add to our current sports and entertainment options, including a
new anchor facility that will attract future development to the area.
The project will also provide a variety of housing options where residents live, work and play. By
incorporating best practices in sustainability and urban design, the Regina Revitalization
Initiative will demonstrate a leading example for cities within Western Canada.
The Regina Revitalization Initiative is:
 a key city priority developed over a 10 to 15 year horizon;
 a regional precedent that employs best practices in City-building;
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a vibrant and connected place to gather, live, work, learn, play, and celebrate year
round;
an area in which the public realm has a high profile and inspires civic pride;
complementary to existing plans in surrounding neighbourhoods, yet sets a new
standard for sustainable development, employing state-of-the-art best practices for
neighbourhood design and energy efficiency;
a neighbourhood that will provide mixed-income housing options, for purchase and
rental;
a community that will provide work space and mixed-use developments to foster
innovation, creativity and cultural expression;
linked across the railway tracks to downtown by pedestrian connections that create
walkable distances for residents, in four seasons, to local amenities and jobs;
characterized by high quality design, for all ages, and both programming and place
making that promotes social cohesion and community activities; and
an example of a new opportunity for the community being delivered in a way that is
financially viable for the City, its residents, and businesses.

The RRI is being implemented through a new business unit within the City, and includes
significant executive involvement and leadership to ensure City Council’s objectives are
achieved. To date, with the assistance of subject matter experts, significant resources have been
expended on research, planning, negotiations and due diligence to further this project. Since June
2011, the City has committed over $1.2 million towards planning the project details and
approach, and has received $250,000 in funding from the Province.
4.2 Neighbourhood Context
The RRI is focussed on two inner-city neighbourhoods that are both experiencing transformation
– the Warehouse District and the North Central neighbourhood. The two neighbourhoods are
distinct in character and both require public sector investment as catalysts for further private
sector investment.
The Warehouse District is architecturally unique and has an historical connection to the railway.
The local business improvement district has invested in planning and visioning exercises that
indicate a desire to evolve into a truly mixed-use neighbourhood with more residential and
commercial opportunities to complement their existing focus of entertainment and cultural uses,
condominium conversions and small business. The City is negotiating to purchase approximately
17.5 acres of land from CP to spur a large public and private investment in the neighbourhood. It
is intended that the new development will:
 complement the existing historical nature of the neighbourhood with sensitive urban
design and appropriate uses;
 add housing options and community amenities to assist in the evolution of the district into
a truly mixed-use neighbourhood;
 build on the entertainment and commercial uses already making the Dewdney Avenue
strip a vibrant cultural destination;
 provide a pedestrian link to the downtown to build synergies that have not been
previously achieved; and
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engage the district’s businesses and residents in the planning process to ensure the local
needs are addressed.

The North Central neighbourhood is culturally rich with an active neighbourhood association and
many community leaders. The residents and local business leaders strive to build a positive
image for the neighbourhood despite significant social and economic barriers that face many
who live and work there. The neighbourhood has been the focus of numerous studies and reports,
has been branded a dangerous neighbourhood, and is vulnerable to a stigma that tends to repel
private investment. The City is aware of the community needs, has recently invested in a
community centre in the neighbourhood and, through the assistance of the community and a
consulting firm, developed an award-winning planning study that will be used as a basis for
future planning and public investment.
The North Central neighbourhood hosts both Mosaic Stadium and Evraz Place on the southern
edge of its boundaries. The City would like to ensure the North Central neighbourhood finds
benefits in the new stadium project and future land developments. In particular, once a new
stadium is built on the Evraz Place lands, it is planned that the existing Mosaic Stadium site will
be redeveloped and weaved back into the fabric of the surrounding North Central
neighbourhood. The site will add a variety of housing options to the neighbourhood, a local park,
and additional office and commercial opportunities. The site will be a key link between the CP
land development, the downtown and the sporting and entertainment attractions at Evraz Place,
and as such, will be designed to be pedestrian friendly and accessible to all.
4.3 Mosaic Stadium Replacement
The Mosaic Stadium site is a place of historical significance to the City of Regina. It has been
the site of local, provincial and national sporting events since the early 1900’s. It has expanded
sporadically over the years, with one notable expansion requiring the relocation of an entire city
block of houses to accommodate seating and additional amenities. The surrounding
neighbourhood has adapted to the imposing structure over the years, but the neighbourhood and
the stadium would both benefit with its relocation to a larger and more suitable spot.
Mosaic Stadium’s history of expansion and adaptation is briefly noted here for context:
 temporary stands were utilized until 1948, when the west side grandstand was built;
 additional west side grandstand renovations were completed in 1951 and 1955;
 the east side grandstands were constructed between 1965 and 1972;
 a major renovation was completed in 1979, which included the second level addition to
the west side grandstand, offices, dressing rooms and new artificial turf;
 further renovations occurred in line with the hosting of the 1995 Grey Cup, which saw
both sides of the stadium upgraded; and
 the Grey Cup was hosted again in 2003 and temporary stands were used to enable 51,000
spectators in Mosaic Stadium.
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While the stadium is treasured by its fans, its age and design limitations increasingly affect its
ability to deliver a quality entertainment experience. A wide range of stakeholders are affected
by the facility limitations:
 sporting fans and concert-goers from around the province;
 the Canadian Football League (the Riders as the major tenant);
 major concert promoters and other special event uses;
 the Canadian Interuniversity Sport football league (the University of Regina Rams);
 the Canadian Junior Football League (the Regina Thunder);
 minor soccer and football programs;
 field hockey;
 adult soccer; and
 touch football programming.
Despite the design limitations, the stadium, as an asset, has been managed efficiently over the
years to ensure it remains safe for use. The stadium is nearing the end of its useful life and based
on its limitations requires major changes to bring it up to a contemporary standard and meet the
needs of a growing city and province.
The last major renovation and addition to the stadium was completed in 1979. This was well
before the significant evolution in amenities and services included in modern stadiums occurred.
New amenity spaces and services are designed to enhance the enjoyment and comfort of the
tenants and users, as well as spectators. The business of sports has advanced in all facets; from
the team support spaces, the business administration areas, marketing and sponsorship,
merchandising, food and beverage services, and more stringent safety features. Mosaic Stadium
was not designed and built to effectively accommodate all these advances in the sports business,
nor with proper systems to effectively address the logistics of more significant events.
The following shortcomings significantly impact the fan experience, and the ability of the Riders
as the major tenant, to maximize the impact of their business:
 minimal variety of seating options (suites, club seating, etc.);
 inappropriate options for loading and movement of supplies;
 lack of elevators or escalators;
 restricted concourse space,
 lack of food and beverage storage, preparation and sales spaces;
 lack of public washrooms and poor quality of these spaces;
 inappropriately designated space for the major tenant for administration, merchandising
and football operations;
 lack of accessible and sufficient power supply; and
 lack of media and television production space.
These are major challenges that reduce the success and viability of the facility and its primary
users.
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In 2007, the Riders developed a proposal to rejuvenate Mosaic Stadium. The proposal included
plans to renovate portions of the existing structure, improve the servicing functions, expand
seating capacity through a phased approach and add facilities to enhance their business and
football operations. The proposal, estimated to cost $110 million, was presented to the City of
Regina in January 2008. After negotiations, a scope of work, estimated price, and timeline were
agreed upon. In June 2008, the proposal was presented to the Government of Saskatchewan. The
Province recognized Mosaic Stadium required improvements, but determined the preferred
course of action was to consider a new facility, rather than investing in the current facility.
In 2009 and 2010, the Province, through the Crown Investments Corporation, commissioned
studies to analyze the feasibility of replacing or redeveloping Mosaic Stadium. The first study
was a “Stadium Concept Review” which looked at four options – minor renovations, major
redevelopment, construction of an open air stadium, and construction of an all-weather multi-use
stadium. A new all-weather multi-use stadium was the determined to be the preferred option.
Subsequently, the Province, the Government of Canada, the City of Regina and the Riders
developed a partnership to do further research and conduct a feasibility study for a new allweather multi-use stadium. The results were consolidated into a feasibility report entitled
Saskatchewan Multi-Purpose Entertainment Facility 2010 Feasibility Report, March 1, 2010 1 .
The feasibility report made the case for a new all-weather multi-use stadium, with seating
capacity of 33,000, at an estimated total capital cost of between $386 million and $431 million.
The stadium was to be built on land to be purchased from CP, between the city’s warehouse
district and downtown. One of the key conclusions of the report was that operation of the facility
would be unable to pay for the initial capital cost, therefore capital grants from government
and/or alternative revenue streams would be necessary. The Government of Canada would not
commit funding to the project, so the Province halted further investment in the Saskatchewan
Multi-Purpose Entertainment Facility project on March 1, 2011.

1

Available at

www.cicorp.sk.ca/publications/cic_corporate/2010/other_reports
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5.0 Regina Revitalization Initiative Community Impact
The RRI has two primary elements that can be pursued on a parallel path; neighbourhood
renewal and stadium replacement. While the replacement of Mosaic Stadium has been identified
as the first major RRI project, the land development aspects on both the CP Lands and the vacant
Mosaic Stadium site are also being planned to be able to fully leverage the investment in a new
stadium and deliver the broadest possible community benefit. This section reviews the current
details and considerations for the land development aspects of the Regina Revitalization
Initiative.
5.1 RRI Land Development
Under the new concept in which the City purchases only the CP Intermodal site, the land
available will be approximately 17.5 acres. It is envisioned to be a desirable site for mixed-uses,
particularly entertainment and commercial-related uses, as it is naturally connected to the
existing entertainment and commercial district along Dewdney Avenue. It is worth noting that,
compared to the initial concept that had the stadium located on these lands; this new concept
actually results in three additional acres of developable land for mixed-use purposes.
A pedestrian link has been found to be both desirable and feasible between the site and
Downtown. A transportation study and a serviceability study have been initiated. These studies
will further detail the infrastructure investments required and their related costs to the City and
potential developers.
Stakeholder discussions will be undertaken after the CP land negotiation and purchase is
complete. These discussions will investigate opportunities for the site based on local, provincial,
institutional, and federal needs. A market sounding exercise will also occur to investigate and
confirm private sector interest in the land, although initial assessment shows a strong likelihood
of commercial interest.
In September 2011, the RRI team identified that the optimal process for developing a plan for the
RRI lands would be to engage the development community through a process that includes a
Request for Qualifications and a Developer Design Competition, as opposed to a traditional
design-only competition. This process, once approved by Council, will provide the City with the
ability to gauge the qualifications of interested developers, which should provide assurances to
the public that credible interest in the developments exist. The Developer Design Competition
process allows the City to judge a range of concepts, and engage the public in the process to
build support and excitement around the development.
Subsequently, a Secondary Plan will be developed in collaboration with the successful
proponent, with the required public engagement being completed by the developer prior to City
Council approval. Land disposition and development will occur immediately after Council
approval.
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The Mosaic Stadium site development will occur once Mosaic Stadium is decommissioned in
2016/17. It is envisioned that the site would be woven into the fabric of the existing North
Central neighbourhood with housing and mixed-uses. An anchor for the development will be
pursued to enhance the economic impacts for the neighbourhood. The process for that
redevelopment will not be finalized for several years, but it could also be based on a Developer
Design Competition process.
5.2 Social, Economic, and Environmental Implications
The Regina Revitalization Initiative includes components that will have significant impacts on
current organizations and sectors within Regina. The following outlines the social, economic and
environmental implications to both the community and specific organizations that could occur
through the development of a new stadium and the new mixed-use development opportunities in
the heart of the city.
Housing
The vision and guiding principles for the Regina Revitalization Initiative identify housing as a
major objective. A variety of housing types and tenures will be encouraged through the land
development processes for both the CP and Mosaic sites. Affordable housing will also be a
priority and, with the assistance of the Province, should be attainable through partnerships with
non-governmental organizations and private sector developers, as well as incentive and grant
programs offered by the Province and City. It has been envisioned that more than 700 new units
could be developed through the Regina Revitalization Initiative.
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The current housing situation in Regina is, on the one hand, booming, and on the other hand,
skewed against those on fixed or lower incomes, particularly those who rely on affordable rental
accommodations. The recent budget announcement of corporate income tax reductions related to
the construction and rental of multi-unit residential rental projects is encouraging. The City is
hopeful this announcement, and other incentives and programs offered by the City and the
Province, will result in more housing options for those in need in the near-term, and will spur the
momentum for infill housing projects that will make the CP and Mosaic sites viable and
sustainable. RRI will have a very positive impact on the current housing shortage within the
city.
Infrastructure Renewal and Innovation
The Regina Revitalization Initiative will be an example of leading sustainable infrastructure
management. It is an infill development project that will result in the efficient and effective use
of existing infrastructure.
Rather than building new roads and services on the outskirts of the City for a new stadium and
mixed-use development, this initiative uses existing roads and services to intensify and reuse
sites. Contaminated sites will be remediated and infrastructure will be upgraded to service the
new developments and the existing neighbourhoods. As a result, more people will be able to live
and work in the central part of the City, transit and active transportation modes will be more
viable, and the lifecycle costs of the infrastructure assets will be less due to the higher density.
During the design process for the stadium, innovative and sustainable design aspects will be
researched. LEED certification may be pursued based on an assessment by the City and its
advisors. Funding for innovative engineering practices and brownfield redevelopment processes
will be pursued through the Federation of Canadian Municipalities’ Green Municipal Fund
program.
Heritage and Cultural Development
The Regina Revitalization Initiative aims to revitalize the historic centre of the City. The railway
was the driving factor for the City we see today. The warehouses and neighbourhoods that border
the railway are the cornerstones of our collective built heritage.
It is intended that the Regina Revitalization Initiative will complement the neighbourhoods that
will house the new developments. Sensitive design standards will be incorporated in
development agreements and City policy to respect the historic landscapes surrounding the sites,
and neighbourhoods will have a chance to influence the public realm and built form through the
design competition process to ensure their collective desires are incorporated in the
developments.
The City has engaged both the Regina Downtown Business Improvement District and the
Warehouse Business Improvement District in discussions regarding RRI. Both boards were very
supportive of the overall vision and direction for the project. These groups and other
stakeholders will be consulted and informed of the project on an ongoing basis.
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Both the CP site and the Mosaic Stadium site have the opportunity to incorporate local and
provincial cultural infrastructure needs. Stakeholders will be consulted to investigate the
potential for cultural and institutional uses in these sites.
The stadium will be built on the exhibition grounds and will take its cues from the history of that
site as the centre of major public gatherings. Opportunities still exist for partnerships with local
sports organizations, including the Saskatchewan Sports Hall of Fame as mentioned earlier, for
incorporating space for offices and displays. The new stadium would be an ideal location to
house the hall of fame and celebrate the strong history of athletes and sporting accomplishments
in Saskatchewan.
Economic Development
The RRI project will have a very positive economic impact on the City and the Province. The
planning building, and occupancy of a new stadium and new mixed-use developments will
generate local employment opportunities, outside investment, and economic spin-off benefits to
local businesses.
The stadium project will set the stage for new entertainment and sporting events to be attracted to
the City and the Province, which will create a significant multiplier effect from more tourism and
local discretionary spending. The stadium is intended to complement the multi-purpose nature of
Evraz Place, and as such, will be designed to maximize the opportunities for Evraz Place staff to
incorporate it into their existing events and to attract new events.
The new land development opportunities will create opportunities for residential, office and
commercial uses that will provide ongoing economic benefit through taxes, employment
generation, and new investment into the neighbourhoods. The developments will be built on
under-utilized land in the City’s inner core. This will ultimately provide economic benefit for the
City because adding density around existing roads and infrastructure will decrease the lifecycle
costs related to that infrastructure and eliminate the need to build new roads and infrastructure on
the outskirts of the City to otherwise support similar developments.
The economic impacts of RRI will be significant to the neighbourhoods involved, the City and
the Province. New momentum will be generated from the catalysts of the stadium and the land
developments that will not likely occur without this initiative and its related public investments.
5.3 Key Stakeholder Implications
The Saskatchewan Roughriders
The Riders are highly valued in Saskatchewan. The team evokes a sense of pride that is
recognized nationally and unparalleled provincially, and provides a common connection for all
who call, or have called, Saskatchewan “home.”
The team’s success in creating a sense of identity with their organization is reflected in their
attendance records and merchandise sales. Home games are regularly sold out bringing a
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significant economic impact to Regina and the surrounding area. Merchandise sales for the
Riders surpass the merchandise sales of all other CFL teams combined.
The organization has a significant social and economic impact in the city and the province.
Providing a suitable facility that includes comfortable seating, efficient food and concession
services, and appropriate media and broadcast facilities that is associated with a modern
entertainment experience is the desired outcome to support the team and other sporting and
entertainment providers. The Riders continue to be a strong supporter of this project and the
development of a new open air stadium.
Casino Regina
Casino Regina is also considered one of the potential key stakeholders in the RRI project. The
pedestrian connections to the Casino from a new stadium and the remaining CP lands envisioned
under the original proposal had many benefits for the Casino. Significant traffic could be
generated from the new uses and the existing Dewdney Avenue entertainment district.
While the new RRI proposal does not include a stadium on the CP site, it is envisioned to be a
vibrant development that builds on the entertainment theme of Dewdney Avenue, but also
responds to the need for residential and office uses due to the low vacancy rates in those sectors
and the activity generated by those uses. A preferred site for a pedestrian connection between the
Downtown and the CP Intermodal site is adjacent to the Casino. This would generate new
visitors to the Casino by encouraging both northbound and southbound traffic by the building.
The City has had initial discussions with Casino staff and it is understood that Casino
management is also considering the CP lands as an opportunity to develop further office space.
Structured parking opportunities were also considered within the area.
Casino Regina is recognized as a key tourism and entertainment asset for Regina. The revenue
generated from the Casino operations has a significant economic impact on the city and the
province and its continued success and growth is important to the city. It is envisioned that the
Casino will benefit from the new concept for the CP Intermodal lands and efforts will be made to
ensure continued communication between the City and the Casino on all aspects of the land
development project. While the location of the stadium at Evraz Place will reduce the potential
future traffic to the Casino, the overall redevelopment should have a positive impact for the
facility, and could provide the required conditions for additional investment in its facilities.
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6.0 RRI Stadium Project
While the community is prospering, it has become clear that it is time to develop a new facility
to replace Mosaic Stadium and capitalize on the opportunity to leverage this investment toward
significant inner-city growth and revitalization.
The City is the owner of several sports and entertainment facilities in Regina, including Mosaic
Stadium. Mosaic Stadium hosts a multitude of local, provincial and national events and is most
recognized as the home of the Saskatchewan Roughriders Football Club (Riders). The Mosaic
Stadium site was originally developed in 1910 and has been modified and expanded several
times over the years. Given the age of the stadium and the state of its infrastructure, it has
become a challenge to provide the levels of services typically delivered in a modern stadium.
In 2008, the Riders and the City of Regina considered a proposal to revitalize Mosaic Stadium.
At that time, the Province expanded the analysis and a number of options were considered
including various locations and stadium types. In March 2011, when federal funding was not
able to be secured, the Province stopped work on the project. While a funded project was not
completed, the need for a new stadium remained. The RRI project plans for a replacement
stadium to begin construction in 2013 and to be completed in 2016.
6.1 Replacement Stadium – Open Air or Roof
As the City of Regina has considered the construction of a replacement for Mosaic Stadium, the
options around the stadium type have been reopened and reconsidered. As a result, it has not
been assumed that either a fixed or retractable roof stadium is absolutely required. Further, while
the financial aspects are a primary decision-criteria, it was also determined that a more broad
assessment of factors should be considered. The assessment takes into consideration the
following criteria:
 affordability (including ongoing operating costs);
 economic impact;
 facility experience; and
 Other (Public Private Partnership (P3) potential, site availability and community
benefits).
The results of this analysis suggest that an Open Air stadium is the preferred option.
Discussion of the factors considered and a summary of the analysis is described below.
Affordability
From a municipal perspective, the affordability of a new facility is the primary factor that would
influence the final stadium design. While the initial capital costs are significant, the ongoing
operating costs of large facilities such as this can also require an ongoing commitment of
funding, as they do not generally break even. On this basis, it would not be assumed that
operating profits would be sufficient to repay the capital investment.
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The City of Regina currently has approximately $100 million in outstanding debt and a current
debt limit of $200 million. While this limit could be increased to approximately $350 million, the
City also has other large and immediate capital requirements, including a required upgrade to the
wastewater treatment plan that is estimated at over $150 million.
The City does not have large reserves sufficient to fund all of the major projects that will be
needed in the community. Spending large amounts on one project, to the detriment of others,
would not be prudent. There is not a significant revenue increase to the City from a stadium, and
large increases in property taxes to support a new facility would be expected to face opposition
from the community.
Various operating pro forma scenarios are being reviewed using multiple inputs, including
consultation with the Riders and the Regina Exhibition Association Limited (REAL). When
comparing the scenarios, it is evident that each stakeholder has an interest and demand on the
same revenue streams; such as naming rights, facility fees, food services, concession revenues,
parking, sponsorship and advertising. It is also noteworthy that through the market sounding
process, operators were not willing to assume any operating and revenue risk in this project. It is
in the City's best interest to work with each stakeholder through negotiations to ensure the City
and its stakeholders, including the Riders and REAL, continue as sustainable entities in the new
operational model.
It is important that the stadium is seen as a positive development for the community and reflects
what can be reasonably afforded. As a result of these factors, affordability plays a significant
role in determining the stadium elements that the community will support as a positive
investment of taxpayer funds.
Economic Impact
With the construction of a new stadium, the economic impact during and post construction can
assist in delivering an overall financial benefit for the community. A stadium replacement project
will create a significant stream of new tax revenues for both the provincial and federal
governments. However, from a municipal perspective, the economic benefit is achieved within
the community, and does not generally translate into additional revenues for the city corporation.
The increase in tax revenue associated with new growth is not sufficient to support more than the
infrastructure and services resulting from this growth. While the provincial and federal
governments receive the initial and ongoing GST and PST revenues and income related taxes,
there is not an equivalent return that would allow the city to recover some, or all of its stadium
investment. From a stadium design evaluation, while the higher cost of an all-weather facility
may provide a larger economic benefit, at least through a higher capital investment, it does not
warrant a significant weighting within the evaluation criteria because, on its own, it does not
generate the revenue to justify a larger facility investment.
Operationally, large revenue-generating stadium events are not seen to be compromised based on
the lack of a roof. The number of headline concerts the City could attract is limited, and
generally these types of events are scheduled during the summer months by promoters. A wellthought out design of spaces within the stadium can be used to generate additional events to the
city and complement various other facilities near the stadium and around the city without the
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additional millions for a fixed or retractable roof. Current analysis shows no material difference
in economic impact between a roofed or open air stadium.
Athlete/Fan Experience
There has been significant discussion over the last several years around what sporting fans and
athletes would desire in a new facility. Based on the desire for the facility to be used year round,
adding a roof has been a primary consideration within the community dialogue. Further review
of recent facility developments has identified that, in recent years, many of the new facilities
being built are, in fact, open air:
 in the CFL there are currently 3 open air stadiums under construction or receiving major
renovations (Winnipeg, Hamilton and Ottawa);
 BC Place Stadium underwent a major renovation in 2010-2011, converting from domed
to a domed-operable system;
 fourteen NFL stadiums have been built since 2000, 9 are open air, 4 are operable domed
stadiums, and 1 is domed; and
 major League Soccer has 19 franchises. There have been 13 stadiums built since 2000; all
13 are open air. The seating capacity for these stadiums range from 18,000 to 27,000.
Open air designs are being chosen because of the lower capital costs that can be achieved, as
well as being the preferred design by the primary tenants in these facilities. When considering a
replacement for Mosaic Stadium, we know the Riders would prefer an open air facility for the
team.
While many of the users prefer an open air environment, the patrons of the facility would prefer
a more comfortable environment. In fact, a blending of these preferences of patrons and users is
reflected in a move to build open air stadiums where the spectator areas are covered and more
protected from the elements. In addition, club seating and concession areas see additional
investment for the benefit of the fans, while also allowing for additional revenue generation.
Several options have been identified to allow for year-round use of the facility. Other facilities
have utilized an air supported dome structure, or “bubble” structure, for year round use of the
playing field. The approximate cost for an air supported dome structure is in the range of $1.8
million to $2.2 million. This notion could be extended to enclose a portion of the concourse for
multi-purpose year round uses. We are aware that the current indoor soccer facilities are nearing
capacity and could use room to grow. In addition, other concepts have been identified that could
allow the stadium to be used for winter sporting activities, which could allow for year round use,
embracing the fact that Regina is a four season city.
Using the Winnipeg Stadium as a financial comparator, a blend of these elements is expected to
result in a stadium cost of approximately $250 million (excluding related land servicing
requirements), and would represent a significant improvement over the current facility for
athletes, fans and a multitude of other facility users. Such a facility if well designed would also
offer considerable flexibility for other users and events. A design to utilize concourse space for
meeting and show/exhibit space, and the addition of an air supported structure would add
significantly to the year round use of the venue and provide new program space for indoor
programming for sports such as soccer, football, lacrosse, golf and baseball.
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Other Factors
Several other factors have been assessed, including the potential for a P3 procurement process,
land availability and land use considerations, as well as the community benefit that can be
achieved.
Whether open air or all-weather, the stadium would be of a size (dollar value) that a P3
procurement approach could be utilized, and as a result this does not impact on the decisionmaking on whether to build a roof. While the footprint of an all-weather facility might be
slightly larger, due to the expected supporting infrastructure for the roof, the difference in land
requirements is not significant. Where the facility is located is a significant consideration, as the
facility would not generate property taxes; however this is not a factor that should influence the
choice of design.
The community benefit from the facility is a key factor in the decision-making, as the facility is a
public asset and should be seen to deliver good value for the investment. One of the key issues
that must be considered is that a higher capital and operating cost will translate directly into a
move toward higher usage fees for the facility. While a professional team, such as the Riders can
likely cover these higher costs, there are approximately 20 other community users of the existing
facility (averaging 1,900 hours of use annually) that could not. In addition, the attraction of other
users, such as a semi-pro or professional soccer team, could be impacted by the costs of rent in
the facility. Overall, a balance needs to be achieved between having a great facility and the
ability to pay for it.
Summary Assessment
The following table provides a summary review of the various decision-criteria:

Affordability:

Open
All
Air
Weather
Capital Cost (30%)
4
2
Operating Cost (10%)
3
1
Revenue/Demand (5%)
2
3

Recommended
Open Air
Open Air
All Weather

Economic Impact:

During Construction (5%)
Post Construction (5%)

4
2

5
3

All Weather
All Weather

Facility Experience:

Patron Experience (10%)
User Experience (10%)

3
5

5
4

All Weather
Open Air

Other:

P3 Potential (5%)
Site Availability (5%)
Community Benefit (15%)

5
5
3

5
4
2

Both
Open Air
Open Air

3.7

2.9

WeightedTotal Result (Out of 5.0)
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This summary highlights:



While not the only criteria, affordability is a significant factor. Due to the lower costs on
both a capital and operating basis the results favour an open air stadium.
A well designed open air stadium can better deliver greater community benefits due to
the possibility of lower usage fees and the ability to redirect public funds to other
investments within the community.

Beyond the analysis presented here, it is important to restate that the Riders have expressed their
preference for an open air design and it is also clear that a roof will not draw more major events
to the City. While the patron experience in an all-weather stadium could be considered ideal,
there are various open air concepts that could also deliver an improved patron experience over
the existing Mosaic Stadium. Through the P3 procurement process, the City will be able to
generate and assess a range of innovative designs that can meet the needs of the tenants and users
of the facility, and the overall needs of the community and the province.
6.2 Replacement Stadium Location
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Evraz Place Synergies
Because of the challenges related to locating a new stadium on the CP site, the City began to
consider alternative options for the stadium site including the existing Mosaic Stadium Lands
and Evraz Place. Through the City review, it was determined that Evraz Place was a suitable and
attractive alternative. While this City owned site was not originally envisioned as part of the
project, this site would allow the City to achieve its Vision and stay true to the Guiding
Principles that had been set by City Council.

Connections between the sites and the surrounding neighbourhoods.
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Locating the replacement stadium at Evraz Place presents the opportunity to expand the sports
and entertainment complex at Evraz Place. Several site options are available within Evraz Place,
as outlined in the following conceptual image:

Evraz Place lands, as well as adjacent land and facilities, including the Lawson Aquatics Centre
and Fieldhouse, expand the scope of this sports and entertainment district, and offer potential
locations for related operations. This could also lead to additional private sector investment and
economic spin-offs including, but not limited to a hotel, hall(s) of fame and retail complex, and
centre-of-sports-excellence.
6.3 Replacement Stadium Operations
The P3 Market Sounding process identified that it would be difficult to find an appropriate nonlocal stadium operations group. REAL, which operates Evraz Place, presents the City with an
option for a local operator who has:
 access to the same events as other operators;
 knowledge of the local market;
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the ability to effectively manage the operations of the facility through the existing
organizational structure; and
flexibility to be more responsive to City and community needs.

The benefits of REAL as the stadium operator are even stronger, considering that the new
stadium, situated on the property they currently manage, would provide them the ability to
develop new synergies within their existing operations, which could result in cost efficiencies
and new business opportunities.
Evraz Place has available land with several viable options to locate a new stadium. In addition,
as the preferred operator for the new stadium, REAL management is focused on identifying and
capitalizing on greater synergies within its array of sports and entertainment facilities.
The City would enter into a formal agreement with REAL to establish them as the operating
partner for the new stadium. To support this change, the City is working with REAL to convert
the existing entity into a new municipal corporation, which will provide a more effective and
contemporary governance structure. This change will continue to allow for an entrepreneurial
and independent approach to managing the assets at Evraz Place, while ensuring the municipal
risks are minimized and the required financial resources are available for the ongoing growth of
the organization.
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7.0 RRI Funding Requirements & Rationale
7.1 Project Costs
The City of Regina has assessed the total project costs, as well as the required funding and ability
to pay for both the stadium replacement and land development aspects of the project. Based on
the dollar value of the project, the City of Regina’s financial capacity, and the availability of
federal funding programs, the provincial government is required to be a significant financial
contributor to the project in order for it to be successful.
The following is a summary of the funding that has been estimated for the total RRI project:

Evraz Lands/Stadium
Stadium
Land*
Enviro & Site Related
Green & Other

CP Lands
Land
Enviro & Site Related
Pedestrian Bridge
Housing & Other

Mosaic Lands
Land*
Enviro & Site Related
Housing & Other

RRI Funding Totals

Municipal
50.0
3.3
7.3
0.0
60.6

($Millions)
Provincial
200.0
0.0
7.3
1.5
208.8

Federal
0.0
0.0
7.3
1.5
8.8

Total
278.2

7.3
5.3
5.5
0.0
18.1

0.0
5.3
5.5
3.0
13.8

0.0
5.3
5.5
3.0
13.8

Total
45.7

5.0
4.6
0.0
9.6

0.0
4.6
2.8
7.4

0.0
4.6
2.8
7.4

Total
24.4

88.3

230.0

30.0

348.3

*Figures represent estimated contributed land value

This funding allocation assumes:
 no federal funding will be available for the stadium, but may be available for other
project elements (based on future federal programs);
 the stadium funding is shared between the City and Province;
 all land costs have been assumed by the City, through the purchase or contribution of
required parcels;
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environmental assessment, remediation, and other site related costs including planning,
site preparation, roads and transportation infrastructure, as well as municipal servicing,
have been assumed to be funded through a 1/3 cost sharing allocation;
the costs for housing related and other green initiatives have been assumed to be funded
through a 50% cost sharing program at a Provincial and Federal level; and
while not specifically referenced above, Rider contributions are assumed to be the
leasehold improvements of raw space to be used for football club purposes (not included
in the $250 million). These improvements are estimated to be between $6 million and
$14 million based on cost estimates developed for the CIC project.

The total municipal costs of approximately $80 million are near the affordability limit of the City
of Regina, as described below. The $230 million in provincial funding is consistent with
discussions held to date, and assumed to be within provincial affordability limits. While the
Federal funding is not significant, at approximately $30 million, it would be the most at risk, as
there are limited federal programs currently available to be able to support the federal portion.
The funding from all parties will be required in stages over the next several years, and once a
commitment has been provided a more detailed financial analysis and projection will be
completed, including the estimated increases in City operating costs associated with these new
assets/infrastructure.
7.2 Municipal Funding Plan
The total funding required in the RRI project exceeds the standalone financial capacity of the
City of Regina. As a result, project affordability and partnerships have been assumed to be able
to successfully deliver on the plan. However, the City of Regina remains committed as a major
funding partner, while also committed to providing the community leadership and project
resources to ensure RRI is successful.
In determining the request of funding from the provincial government, the City of Regina started
by determining both the affordability of various project elements, as well as the financial
capacity of the City. The various project elements, as described in this proposal, reflect the
choices made to balance affordability with community benefits, and have resulted in an effective
balance that it is believed the community will support.
To determine the City of Regina’s financial capacity and contribution to the overall project, the
city’s debt funding limits were reviewed. This analysis identified a debt limit related to this
project of $80 million to cover both the stadium and land development portions (excluding
contributed lands). This level of new debt would require between $4.6 million and $5.8 million
in annual funding in order to service this debt over a 30 year timeframe, which is the equivalent
of a 3% to 4% property tax increase.
The City of Regina is confident that whether on its own or in partnership with the provincial
government, this level of debt can be effectively sourced from the markets, and the P3
procurement can achieve an effective balance of both public and private debt. The City has also
determined two primary options that are available to establish the funding for debt repayment.
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First, based on a desire to minimize the increases to property taxes to support this initiative, a
range of other new/existing funding sources has been identified as follows:
Funding Source

Details

Est. Annual Funding Range

Increase Amusement
Tax Scope

The City currently has an amusement tax in
place and could expand its applicability to
more than just movie theatres
Allocate revenue from a facility fee charged
on stadium event tickets to debt repayment
Regina is one of few municipalities in
Canada without a hotel tax and this new tax
would capture some of the economic activity
generated by this project.
(legislative changes required)
The decommissioning of Mosaic Stadium
allows for current expenditures to be
reallocated (assuming replacement stadium
operates at break-even)
Total Annual Funding Generated:

$0.6M - $1.2M

Facility Fee*
Establish New Hotel
Tax

Mosaic Stadium Cost
Avoidance

$1.5M - $1.8M
$1.0M - $2.1M

$0.8M - $1.0M

$3.9M - $6.1M

*limited to major events (CFL football, concerts and designated programs)

As noted, the identified revenue sources ($3.9 million to $6.1 million) could be sufficient for the
City to support debt servicing of an $80 million debt obligation. However, in order for the City
to proceed with debt financing it is required to identify all sources that could ensure the debt will
be repaid. In addition to the proposed funding mechanisms identified above, the City of Regina
could establish a levy or an earmark of new property taxes to support some or all of the required
funding. If this were required, it is estimated that the city could establish new revenue, to support
the repayment of debt, of between $1.5 million and $6.0 million, assuming an annual 1%
property tax increase for between one to four years. Exceeding the debt servicing levels noted
would begin to run the risk of the City’s ability to pay, including current taxpayers’ willingness
to accept higher taxes in support of the project. These new assets will also generate an increase in
annual operating costs for the City, which will also need to be funded through new taxes or
revenues streams.
Based on a commitment of financial support from the Province, the City will begin pursuing the
details of these options to be able to provide its funding to the project.
7.3 Stadium Operating Costs
A stadium operating financial model is also being created with various scenarios and
assumptions, consolidating data from relevant sources, including consultations with REAL and
the Riders. The model serves as the City's tool to assist in negotiations with REAL and the
Riders and assess the overall financial viability of the project.
Negotiations with stakeholders will need to take place, confirming any shared percentage of
revenues and operational expenses. When comparing the scenarios, it is evident that each
stakeholder has their own revenue interests in mind with demands on the same revenue streams;
such as naming rights, facility fees, food services, concession revenues, parking, sponsorship and
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advertising. As well, the market sounding review noted operators were not willing to assume any
operating and revenue risk in this project. As such, it is the City's best interest to work with each
stakeholder through negotiations to ensure the City and its stakeholders, including the Riders and
REAL continue as sustainable partners in the new operational model.
7.4 Replacement Stadium Delivery Model
In 2011, the City completed substantial research into the possible delivery models for a
replacement stadium. A P3 Market Sounding process and delivery model assessment was
conducted by Deloitte and on December 19, 2011, based on the positive results, City Council
approved the development of a plan to implement a Design/Build/Finance/Maintain (DBFM) P3
procurement to deliver a new stadium, while establishing a separate model to operate the stadium
using local expertise.
The rationale for selecting the DBFM Model included reducing the project risk in the areas of
construction delays, overruns, and building maintenance and rehabilitation. It also gives the City
the benefit of a competitive bidding process that encompasses innovative design concepts, full
coverage of the lifecycle costs of the asset, and a payment mechanism that requires performance
standards to be delivered in order to trigger payments to the private sector partner. This model
retains public ownership of the asset and will allow the City to develop new synergies by
establishing a single operator for both Evraz Place and the replacement for Mosaic Stadium.
This process will allow the City to achieve its community objectives, while sharing risk and
leveraging the capabilities of the private sector to most effectively deliver an on-time and onbudget replacement for Mosaic Stadium.
7.5 Land Development Funding
In addition to the municipal revenue sources identified to repay the required debt financing, the
City of Regina has reviewed the use of Tax Increment Financing as a primary source of funding
related to the CP Lands and Mosaic Lands. While debt financing/cash will be required up front,
the incremental taxes generated in these districts would have the ability to support debt
repayment over the time it will take for these districts to be completed. Other cities within
Canada have used a similar approach to fund infill development. The City of Calgary has used a
Community Revitalization Levy to help fund an inner-city revitalization project in the Rivers
District and the City of Toronto is using Tax Increment Financing to develop the West Don
Lands.
Based on the nature of this land development, it is believed that this approach will also be
effective here. The City of Regina is currently assuming this approach will be used within these
new areas, and is including these methods within its land development financial plans.
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7.6 Timing of Funding
The RRI project is separated into three primary elements that will be developed over the next 10
to 15 years. The replacement of Mosaic Stadium is the first priority and is targeted to be
complete by 2016.
Assuming the use of a P3 procurement for the stadium, it would be assumed that construction
will be financed 50% by the private sector consortium, with public sector performance payment
to repay this portion over a 30 year contract. The other 50% will be financed by the City and
Province through either up-front cash contributions, or debt financing. It is currently assumed
that $50 million will be required between 2013 and 2016, to cover planning, municipal servicing,
and other costs that, while including in the financial estimates, are not direct to the stadium
construction itself.
As the P3 stadium procurement is finalized, the allocation, amount, and timing of debt financing
by the various parties will be planned to ensure an effective risk transfer, while also minimizing
unnecessary debt servicing costs. If a P3 procurement is not pursued, additional up front cash
payments and debt financing will need to be established by the City and Province, in proportion
to their contribution.
For the development of both the CP Lands and the Mosaic Lands a financial pro forma is
currently being developed. For these elements of RRI, funding of approximately $13.0 million
(20%) will be required from municipal and provincial sources to support the up-front planning
elements. Provincial and Federal grants to the project would be assumed to be committed in 2015
and flowed according to the project needs and timing (between 2016 and 2020).
7.7 Other Funding Partners
Through the Provincial project and the RRI project, several additional funding partners have
stated a desire to support the project, including the Riders, Regina Hotels Association and several
private developers.
Saskatchewan Roughriders
The Riders will be the primary tenant within the replacement stadium. While the Riders have a
vested interest, they do not have the financial capacity to build and run the stadium on their own.
Through profits and facility fees, the club has developed an ability to contribute financially to
this project. The City is continuing its discussion with the Riders to include them in the stadium
design aspects and will also be negotiating a new lease arrangement within the facility. This
ongoing partnership is expected to involve the Riders funding the major capital investments that
will be required in the space they are utilizing within the facility. These estimated investments
are over and above the $250 million required to build the stadium, and are assumed to be within
the financial capacity of the Riders to fund directly. This does not preclude the need/ability to
require additional funding from the Riders to directly support the stadium construction.
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Hotels Association
The Regina Hotels Association has identified an ability to fund up to $10 million towards the
building of the new stadium. However, the details of the project under RRI have changed
significantly from the Provincial project and it is currently unknown whether this funding
support would still be made available. Regardless of this commitment, the City would still have a
desire to ensure hotel taxes are publicly controlled, and transparently used to fund community
projects. While this change will be expected to generate opposition from the Hotel sector, it does
not impact a hotel’s ability to continue to charge voluntary fees as it sees fit.
Private Sector Firms
Over the last several years, there have been many private sector firms from around the world that
have expressed an interest in playing a significant role in RRI. As the planning for RRI has
moved forward, leveraging the expertise and financial capacity of the private sector has and will
continue to be a primary objective of the project. A major portion of the total $1 billion value
attributed to RRI will actually be invested directly by the private sector over 10 to 15 years.
Current plans include the opportunity for the private sector to play a significant role in the
construction and financing of the stadium, through the use of a P3 procurement approach. In
addition, as the land developments move forward, processes are being structured to actively
partner with the private sector to deliver on the plans.
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